
GLOBAL WARNING ESSAYS

Free Essays from Bartleby | Global warming has become a well conversed topic among scientists and peoples in the
world today. There are extremists who do.

But first we must educate ourselves on what global warming really is. However, the larger the change in
climate, the more negative the consequences will become. He said: "global warming has reached a level such
that we can ascribe with a high degree of confidence a cause and effect relationship between the greenhouse
effect and the observed warming. The greenhouse effect is a natural process that keeps the earth at
temperatures that are livable. And in an alarming sign of events to come, Antarctica has been losing about
billion metric tons of ice per year since  In fact, according to the EPA, humans are responsible for more than
60 percent of methane emissions. Extreme heat waves have caused tens of thousands of deaths around the
world in recent years. Thankfully through time we have developed new technology to reduce the effect of
global warming. The aim is to keep warming "well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1. According to NASA, the 13 smallest
maximum winter extents of sea ice in the Arctic have all happened in the last 13 years. Once you take your
stance, you will have to show how global warming is relevant. Loss of Plankton owing to warming seas: The
large miles long Aleutian island ecosystems consisting of whales, sea lions, sea urchins, kelp beds, fish, and
other aquatic animals, has now reduced due to loss of plankton. It has long been recognized academically that
due to the burning of coal, oil, natural gas and so on the carbon dioxide is the main culprit of global warming.
See also: Temperature record of the past years A graph of temperatures over the past two thousand years from
different proxy reconstructions. It is a good idea to mention science and how it can change our minds for the
better. Both land and oceans are warmer now than record-keeping began in , and temperatures are still ticking
upward. Greenhouse gases that cause carbon dioxide is what global warming is all about, however you will
want to elevate your essay beyond a simple definition. Google definition. Tell the EPA and DOT to stop
Trump's attack on clean car standards Take Action Curbing dangerous climate change requires very deep cuts
in emissions, as well as the use of alternatives to fossil fuels worldwide. All around the world, one can see the
differences between arguments on this topic.


